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December 20, 2005

Mr. Jerry Wickham
Alameda County Health Care Services Agency
l13l Harbor Bay Parkway, Suite 250
Alameda, Calilomia 9 45O2 -6 57 7

Plume Delineation Work Plan
Former Shell Service Station
2703 Martin Luther King Jr. Way
Oakland, Califomia
SAP Code 1292149
lncident No. 97O9J39'7

Dear Mr. Wickham:

Cambria Environmental Technology, Inc. (Cambria) prepared this Plume Delineation Work PIan

on behalf of Equilon Enterprises LLC dba Shell Oil Products US (Shell). This work plan is

being submitted, as proposed in Cambria's November 15, 2005 Slle Investigation Report, rd as

requested in Alameda County Environmental Health (ACEH) conespondence dated November

2i,2005 to provide offsite delineation ofconstituents in soil, groundwater, and soil-gas.

SITE LOCATION AND DESCRIPTION

The site is a former service station located on the northwest corner of Martin Luther King Jr.
Way and 27h Street in a commercial and residential area of Oakland, Califomia (Figure l). The

site layout consisted of a service station building, two dispenser islands, three underground fuel

storage tanks (USTs), associated product piping, and a waste oil UST (Figure 2). Until recently,

the station building was used as a repair shop and with two service bays. Currently, the site is

used for storage and sorre auto repair work by the property owner.

SITE BACKGROUND

Site Use: A Shell service station operated on the property from approximately 1959 to 1979.

Three fuel underground storage tanks (USTs) associated with the former Shell service station

were removed after Shell terminated oDerations at the site.

ln 1979, Acme West Ambulance Company (Acme) purchased the site and installed a

2,000-gallon UST for gasoline storage. Acme sold the property to Auto-Tech West (ATW) in

1986. According to an August 25, 1986 ACHCSA inspector's report, ATW reportedly never
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CAMBRIA

used the UST, although a l5O-gallon aboveground waste oil tank a l5-gallon carburetor cleaner

tank, and a parts cleaning tank with solvent were repodedly in use.

Currently, the site is occupied by ATW and, until recently, was utilized as an automotive repair

shop. The current site operator uses the northwest corner of the property and the wooden car
port for storage of such things as non-operational automobiles, portable gasoline containers, tires,

and drums which are possibly used for waste oil collection and storage.

A complete desffiption of historical investigative activities was presented in previous documents,

and most recently in Cambria's November 2I,2OO5 Feasibility Study Work Plaa and will be

included in the subsequent technical report for this work. For brevity, that information is not

repeated in this document.

TECHNICAL RATIONALE

Il addition to the two wells desired to perform an adequate DPE test for the feasibility study
(MW-6 and MW-7), further delineation of the groundwater and soil-gas plumes was

recommended in Cambria's November 15,2005 Site lnvestigation Repoft. ln correspondence

dated November 21, 2W5, the ACEH identified that previously requested activities were not
performed during the August 2005 field event, and that they be included in this work plan. Thus,

the proposed scope of this work plan and the technical rationale are provided below. Proposed

sample locations are depicted on Figure 2.

o To provide delineation of the groundwater plume in the vicinity of GP-7, one additional
onsite monitoring well (MW-8) is proposed;

. To delineate the lateral extent of groundwater impact to the north, northwest, west,

southwest, and south of the site, seven offsite wells (MW-9 tkough MW-15) are
proposed;

. To provide delineation and monitoring of the soil-gas plume, six onsite soil vapor probes
(VP-l through VP-6) and eight offsite soil vapor probes (VP-7 tkough VP-14) are
proposed;

r To provide a grab groundwater sample from a boring for comparison with results from

monitoring well MW-5 (as requested previously by ACEH), boring B-23 is proposed;

. To assess the concentrations of total lead in soils beneath this site (as requested by ACEH),

one soil sample from MW-6, MW-7, MW-8, and B-23 will be analyzed for total lead.
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SCOPE OF WORK

Access Agreemenls.' Prior to doing work on privately owned property, Shell must obtain written
authorization to access the property for the proposed work. Access agreements have been

forwarded to each property owner where an offsite boring or well is proposed. No work will be
performed at private propefty without an executed access agreement.

Permits: We will obtain necessary well and boring installation permits ftom the Alameda County
Public Works Agency (ACPWA). Further, for work proposed within the public right of way, an
Encroachment Permit will be obtained from the City of Oakland.

Site Heahh and Sdfet! PIan: We will prepare a comprehensive site safety plan to protect site
workers. The plan will be reviewed and signed by each site worker and kept on site during field

activities. Where necessary, a traffic control plan will also be prepared to address traffic safety.

Utilily Clearance,' Cambria will mark proposed drilling locations and will clear the locations
through Underground Service Alert prior to drilling. Also, a private utility line locating service

will be scheduled to further ensure that no subsurface utilities are located at the proposed boring
positions. To further minimize potential impact to any unidentified subsurface utilities, the top

five feet of each boring will be cleared to at least 3 inches larger than the lead auger by hand
auger.

Site Investigationj Twenty three (23) soil borings (MW-S through MW-15, B-23, and VP-l

thrcugh VP-14) are proposed at the approximate locations shown on Figure 2. Depending on

access, the monitoring wells (MW-8 through MW-15) and boring B-23 will be advanced using
hollow-stem auger equipment, and will extend to approximately 20 fbg, and the soil vapor probes
(VP-l through VP-14) will be installed using hand-auger equipment to approximately 5.5 fbg.

Under the direct supervision of a California professional geologist, a Cambria staff geologist will

supervise the drilling and describe encountered soils using the Unified Soil Classification System

and Munsell Soil Color Charts. After borehole clearance, continuous soil sampling will be
attempted. Soil samples will be retained for possible chemical analyses at five-foot intervals, at

the soil-water interface, at major changes in lithology, or intervals with obvious petroleum

impact. Using a calibrated photo-ionization detector (PID), organic vapors will be measured at
least every five feet in the well borings and every foot in the vapor probe borings. Cambria will
prepare an exploratory boring log for each boring and PID measurements will be recorded on the
loss.
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Soil samples designated for chemical analyses will be retained in stainless steel or brass sample
tubes. The tubes will be covered on both ends with Teflon sheets and plastic end caps. Soil

samples will be labeled, entered onto a chain-of-custody record, and placed into a cooler with ice

for transport to a State of California certified laboratory for analyses. Following collection of

soil samples, a grab groundwater sample will be collected from boring B-23 using a disposable

bailer. Water will be transferred to laboratory supplied containers appropriate for the proposed

analyses. Following completion of soil and groundwater sample collection, the monitoring wells

will be constructed as described below, and boring B-23 will be closed by filling with a cement-

bentonite grout mixture to within 4 inches below grade and capped either with asphalt patch or

concrete tinted to match the surroundins surface.

Moniloring WelI Installatinn' Well construction specifications will be determine.d in the field

based on the nature of subsurface material encountered. A diagram of typical monitoring well

construction is included as Figure 3. It is anticipated that perforated intervals of the propose.d

wells will extend from 5 to 20 fbg using 0.020-inch circumslot screen. A sand filter-pack will be
placed from the bottom of the well up to two feet above the top of the well screen followed by a

two-foot thick bentonite seal and cement grout to glade. Each well located in an area of

vehicular traffic will be secured with a locking cap under a traffic-rated well box. At locations

were traffic is not a concem, the wells may be finished above grade, protected by a locking

stovepipe monument.

Well Development and Sampling: Blaine Tech Services, Inc. (Blaine) of San Jose, Califomia
will develop the new groundwater monitoring wells prior to sampling. After well development,
Blaine will sample the site groundwater monitoring wells according to the existing sampling

schedule and submit the samples to a State of Califomia certified laboratory for chemical

analyses.

Wellhead Sumey Activities.' Following monitoring well installation, a licensed surveyor will

survey wellhead elevations relative to rnean sea level and the latitude and longitude ofeach well

location.

Soil and Grounilwaler Chemical Analyses: One grab groundwater sample from B-23, and

selected soil samples ftom the soil borings will be analyzed for TPHg and BTEX by EPA

Method 8021. Additionally, one soil sample ftom borings 1\[W-6, MW-7, MW-8, and B-23 will

be analyzed for total lead. A standard two-week turn-around time will be requested for

laboratory results.
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Soil Vapor Probe Installation: The vapor probes will be installed using hand auger equipment.

One interval will be screened at each location at approximately 4.75 to 5.0 fbg. A diagram of
typical vapor probe construction is included as Figure 4. If encouttered, zones of higher
permeability will be targeted for screening. The soil will be screened with a photo-ionization

detector (PID) and the PID readings will be noted on the boring logs.

Each probe will consist of 0.25-inch inside diameter Teflon tubing, with no greater than 3-inch

lenglhs of perforated screen. The bottom of the tubing and the screened interval will be wrapped
with stainless ste€l screening to avoid potential clogging with soil. Teflon tape will be used to

secure the screen on the tubing. One-inch diameter tremie pipe will be used to install the vapor
probe to ensure appropriate placement of the screen interval. A clean, frne-grained silica sand
filter pack will be installed from 6-inches below to 6-inches above the screened interval (4.25 to
5.5 fbg). Three inches of bentonite pellets will be placed on top of the filter pack sand (4.0 to

4.25 fbg) and the remaining boring will be filled with bentonite slurry. Each vapor probe will be
sealed from the surface using a traffic-rated well box, in the same manner described for

monitoring wells.

Soil-Vapor Sampfizg.' Because a 5-day DPE pilot test is scheduled to occur within two weeks of

the installation of these probes, the soil vapor probes will be sampled within two weeks

following their installation. Sample collection procedures are detailed in Appendix A -

Guidance on Use of Soil-Gas Surveys to Assess Vapor Transport to Indaor Air, prepared by

Equilon Enterprises LLC dba Shell Oil Products US.

For sampling, a flow meterlcontroller will regulate the flow of air extracted from the tubing by a
purge pump. Approximately three tubing volumes will be purged from each vapor point over a
period of approximately 10 minutes prior to sample collection. A tubing purge volume calculator

is presented as Graph 1. Immediately after purging, soil-vapor samples will be collected over an
approximate 3O-minute period using l-liter Summa canisters.

Soil-Vapor Chemical Analyses: The vapor samples will be kept at ambient temperature and

submitted under chain-of-custody to a state certified analytical laboratory for analysis. The

samples will be analyzed for BTEX by EPA Method TO-14A Modified and for TPHg by EPA

Method TO-3 Modified.

Utility Vault Box Screening: During the field activities, utility vault boxes at the site and in
public right-of-way within 50 feet of the site will be accessed for screening with a PID. Prior to
any use of the PID, it will be calibrated in accordance with the manufacturer's suggested
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protocol. Each vault box lid will be opened as little as possible to enable insertion of the PID tip.
The PID will be allowed to screen the air within the vault box for approximately 60 seconds,
with the PID readings recorded every 15 seconds. The location of each vault box will be noted
on a site map and a description of each will be recorded in the {ield notes, along with the PID
measurements.

Repofi Prepar*ion.' Following the receipt of analytical results from the laboratory, Cambria will
prepare a written report that will include field procedures, figures depicting all sample locations,

tabulated laboratory results, complete certilied analytical reports, boring logs, and conclusions.
Because the field work will be done in several mobilizations due to negotiating access and

encroachment, the initial technical report will include documentation of the January well and
boring installations (MW-6 through MW-8, B-23, and VP-l through VP-6). Report addendums

will need to be submitted for subsequent activities. Groundwater data from the monitoring wells
will be incorporated into the existing quarterly groundwater monitoring reporting schedule.
Results of the door-todoor survey currently being conducted is scheduled for submittal by
January 10, 2006. As of December 15, 2005, we have received 9 responses out of ll2
questionnaires.

Certifrcation: The scope of work described in this work plan will be performed under the

supervision of a California professional geologist or engineer.

SCHEDULE

Permitting for the onsite work is in progress. The onsite boring, wells, and vapor probes are
scheduled for installation the week of January 3,2006. Access agreements have been forwarded
to offsite private property owners, and permits to install the wells or borings proposed at offsite
locations will occur following receipt of an executed access agreement. Encroachment pefmits

for wells within the public right-of-way will be initiated following receipt of agency approval of
this work plan. Installation of wells MW-9, MW-10, and MW-l1 will be scheduled upon receipt

of the encroachment permit.
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CLOSING

If you have any questions regarding the contents of this document, please call Ana Friel at

(707) 268-38t2.

Sincerely,
Cambria Environmental Technology, Inc.

Senior Project Geologist

Attachments;

Figure 1.
Figure 2.
Figure 3.
Figure 4.

Graph 1.

Appendix A.

Site Vicinity/Receptor Survey Map
Proposed Sample Location Map
Typical Monitoring Well Construction Diagram
Proposed Construction Diagram Vapor Probes

Tubing Purge Volume Calculator

Guidance on Use of Soil-Gas Surveys to Assess Vapor Transport to Indoor Air

cc: Denis Brown, Shell
Rodney & Janet Kwan, property owners

b.afla
kr?1or
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Site Vicinity/Receptor
Survey Map
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STEEL WELL BOX
SET IN CONCBETE

Ground Sufia

LOCKING WELL CAP
CEMENT SURFACE SEAL

OT 4 IN. DIAMETER SCHEDULE 40
CASING
I lN. (2'Casing) or 10" (4" Casing)
DIAMETER BORING

211

l_
BENTONITE PELLET SEAL

SAND FILTER PACK
Monterey No. 212 or equivalent

2 or 4 lN. DIAMETER SCHEDULE 40
WELL SCREEN: 0.020 SLOT SIZE

BOTTOM CAP

FIGURE

3

Depth
varies

Former Shell Service Station
2703 Martin Luther King Jr. Way
Oakland, California

Typical Monitoring W
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Construction Diag



TRAFFIC RATED WELL BOX

Ground Surface

CEMENT SURFACE SEAL

Total Depth - 5,5 fbg

<- CEMENT GROUT SEAL
Surface - 4.0 fbg

<-BENTONITE PELLETS
4.00 - 4,25 fbg

< SAND FILTER PACK
Lonestar No. 3 or equivalent
4.25 - 5.5 Jbg
SCRTEN
approximately 4.75 - 5,0 fbg

3-4' DIAMETER BORING

Former Shell Service Station
2703 lvlartin Luther Klng Jr. Way
Oakland, Califomia

Proposed Constr uction Diagra
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Vapor P
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APPENDIX A

Guidance on Use of Soil-Gas Surveys to
Assess Vapor Transport to Indoor Air



GUIDANGE ON
SURVEYS TO
TRANSPORT

USE OF SOIL-GAS
ASSESS VAPOR
TO INDOOR AIR

EqLUTLGINT
-  E N T E R P R I S E S  L L c i

Sh€rr e rd6co wo.*J,r€ TosErhE

INTRODUCTION

Risk-Based Conective Action (RBCA) has
become comrnonplace in evaluating remediation at
leaking underground storage tank (LUST) sites. At
many LUST sites, migratio[ ofvolatile organic
compounds (VOCs) from ground water or soil into
buildings or other enclosed spaces is a potcntial
exposure pathway (see Figure l). Soil-gas surveys can
provide fundamental data needed to evaluate this
pathway and should be included as part of any risk
assessment. For example, soil-gas surveys car be used
IOI;

. Tier I (screening-level) applications
- 1o helF identify chemicats ofconcem and maximum

concentralions.
- to delin€ate soulc€s and exposue pathwayq

- to det€cl immediate risks for combustion and human
heahh, and

- to veriry biodegradation hypotheses.

. Tier 2 and Tier 3 (site-specific) evaluations
- to verify and pr€dict jndoor-aif concenfations,
- to quantily lates olvapor int.usion and
- to estabLish sile-specific larget Levels (SSTLS) for clean

up.

The purpose of this report is to provide technical
guidarce on conducting soil-gas surveys at sites where
Iong-tem or chronic vapor intrusion is a concem. The
reader is referred to the Americar Society ofTesting
and Materials S/aadard Guide for Soil Gas Monitoling
in the Vadose Zone (ASIM D 5 3 I 4) a.nd the
Environmental Protectio\ Agerlcy Expediled Sire
Assessment Tools for Underground Storage Tank Sites:
A Guide for Regulators - Chapter IV (EPA 510-8-97-.

Figure l. Conceptualization of vapor transpo to indoor air at a petoleum-release site.



'?Calculared by assuming the following mole fraction composition for gasolinei benzene 1.3%, toluene - 20%, ethylbenzcne -3%, and o-
xylene -  1%.
'Calculated usingrhe Johnson and Ettinger (1991) modet assuning chemical. building, and soil parameters defined by the U.S. Environmental
Prote€tion Agency (l 997).

concentrations for

001) for more detailed discussions ofsoil-gas surveys
ard various methodologies, This report does not
evaluate cases where high concentrations ofvapors
are present in enclosed spaces (e.g,, utility, sewer,
and dry-well conduits) that pose flammability and/or
acute health risks. These cases typically require
immediate attention ard response.

THEORETICAL PRINCIPLES

Transport of VOCS to indoor air is a complex
phenomenon involving partitioning, migration, and
biodegradation (see Figure l).

. Pqrtilioning: The potential for vapor migation
to indoor air is greatest for compounds that
shongly partition to the gaseous phase.
Partitioning ofa compound to the gascous-phase
is defined by Raoult's Law (gaseouVimmiscible
phase partitioning) and Henry's Law
(gaseous/aqueous phasc partitioning), which, in
tum, is defined by the vapor prcssurc and
solubiliry of a compound, which are temperature
and pressure dependent. At LUST sites,
benzene, trichloroethylene, 1,1 dichloroethylene,
1, l,l trichloroethane, and tetrachloroethylen€ are
potential chemicals ofconcem due to their high
sourca concentrations, vapor pressures, Henry's
Laws, and human toxicities (see Table l).

. Migrulion: Migation of VOCS to indoor air is
governed by gaseous-phase adyection and
gaseous-phase dilirsion, Gaseous-phase
advection, caused by pressure gradients near
foundation walls, is the more dominart
migration mechanism n€ar the rcceptor,
Gaseous-phase diffirsion, caused by
concentration gradients between the source and
the receptor, is the more dominant migration

ofenvironmental interest at 25"C

mechanism away from the receptor. The
magnihrde ofthese mechanisms is dependent
upon soil type, source concentration, and
building characteristics. Seasonal effects.
including the presence ofa frost layer and
variations in soil moisture content, water table
elevation, barcmetric prgssure, and
biodegradation rate, can also affect rate ofvapor
intrusion. Vapors will tend to migrate toward
areas of lower pressure and concent?tion and
along paths of least resistance (e.g., backfill
materials surrounding sewer and utility lines,
tlee roots, or dmins and cracks in basement
foundations).

. Biodegruda,ioni Depending on substrate
(VOC), electron acceptor (e.9., oxygen -- Or),
and nutrient conditions, biodegradation can also
play a significart rolo in limiting transport to
indoor air, especially for benzene and other
biodegradable petroleum compounds. This
mechanism, however, is not considered in most
fisk assessments.

APPROACH

The following approach is intended to serve as
guidance for conducting soil-gas surveys at LUST
sites where vapor bansport to indoor air is a pot€ntial
exposure pathway. The actual approach that is taken
will depend on site-specific conditions, project
confidence, and available resources.

The approach for conducting a soil-gas survey is
divided into four phases:

. Phase I: Method Selection and Sampling Design,

. Phase II: Borehole Development and Soil
Sampling,



I Phase III: Probe Consfuction and Installation
r Phase IV: Sample Collection, and
. Phase V: Analysis.

Phase I: Method Selection and Sampling
Design

The two pdncipal methods applied in soil-gas
surv€ying are activs and passive. Selection ofan
appropriate method depends on the site-assessment
objectives.

. Active Samlrling.. Active sampling is a
technique that involves collecting a whole air
(grab) sample by induction ofair flow either
directly into an aralytical instrument (detector)
or into a gas-tight container for subsequent
analysis. Active sampling is performed at frxed
or temporary locations and generally is gencmlly
more costly than passive sampling, The active
method provides quantitative real-time data and
is recommended for risk assessment.

. Passive Sampling: Passive sampling is used
primarily lor qualitative (field screening)
purposes. Soil-gas samples are coll€ctcd in
sorbent cartridges or flux chambers without
induction of air flow. The sample is retrieved at
a later date for analysis. Passive sampling is not
recommended for risk assessment because soil-
gas conaentrations can not be directly measured.

The design ofa soil-gas sampling system
requires fundamental knowledge of source location,
soil stratigraphy, and potential exposure pathways-
These data can be determined through reconnarssanc€
sampling using a GeoprobeB and on-site soil-gas
analyses (see Table 2) or during soil sampling (see
Phase II: Borchole Development and Soil Sampling).
To chamcterize the soil-gas pathway, soil-gas probes
are generally placed between the source (soil or
ground-water plume) and the receptor (building
loundatlon). lt is oflen advantageous to maximize
the number ofsoil-gas probes placed in this region
because ofthe minimal cast and effort required for
additional probe installation.

. Vefiical Sampling: Soil-gas probes should be
placed in nests (clusters) approximately 2 to 3 ft
apart in shallow vadose zone systems (< l0 ft)
and 3 - 5 ft apart in deeper systems according to
the configumtion shown in Figure 2. Particular
attention (closer spacing) should be given to
regions near the source and near the receptor, lf
soil layers with significantly different

permeabilities aro present, probes should be
placed within the higher permeability soil units
without regard to depth. These units will act as
prefcrcntial pathways for vapor migration. This
practice requires greater effort and expense than
fi xed-interval installation because the presence,
thickness, and depth oftarget soil horizons,
needs to be known aplitli. Ii is therefore
important to examine boring logs and conduct
soil sampling to identiry soil strata, perched
water and clay lenses, buried structures, and
rccently dishrbed soils or backfrlls. At sites
where the source is present in ground water,
placement of I - 2 soil-gas probes below the
water table is often beneficial- These prcbes can
provide more accurate water-table concentration
data than conventional monitoring wells, which
are typically screened over greater lengths (2
20 ft). In addition, these probes car provide
additional soil-gas data during periods of low
water-table elevation.

Areal Sampling: The areal distribution of soil-
gas probe nests depends on the purpose ofthe
soil-gas investigation, For general mapping
puposes, probe nests should be positioned
approximately l5 - 30 ft apart in a grid pattem.
Probe nests should be spaced at closer intervals
(3 - 6 ft) iftargeting an exposure pathway, such
as near a building foundation, storage tank, or
traNfer conduit (sower lines, trenches, utility
vaults, pipelines and other preferential
pathways). Two or more probe nests are
recommended for most site assessments, even if
the vapor patbway is considered well defined.

Repeated Sqrnpling: Short-term effects, such as
changes in barometric pressure, waier table
elevation, moishre content and long-term
effects, such as biodegradation and changes in
source strength, car result in the appearance or
disappearance ofcertain compounds fiom soil-
gas over time, Dqrending on compound and soil
type, distarce from the source, and relative age
of tlte release, response times oan range from
hours to days for short-term effects and from
months to years for long-tem effects. Repeated
sampling provides a means to assess th€se
ternporal variabilities.

Sampling Following Precipitation Events and
Probe Installation: Because the effect of
recharge on soil-gas conceltrations is still
uncertai4 soil-gas sampling is not recommended
within 2 3 days ofa precipitation event. In
addition, soil-gas sampling should be conducted
no earlier than 3 - 4 weeks following probe



able 2. of methods

Aliphatics and

alcohols,

0.1 8.000
pFm

IA/ IB
Easy to use
Provides immediate results
Compound specific

Low sensjtivtty (mainly tbr screening
purposes)
Cross-contamination by other

Affe.ted by humidity, samplc flow rate,
tempedture extremes, storage conditions
and shelflife

PorabLe
Photoionizalion
Detector (PlD)

Aromatics (e.g.,
BrEX), some
aliphalics, Iess

- < 300 ppm lAND
Easy to use
Provides immediate rcsults

No inorganic anaLyses
Low sensitivity (mainly for scre€ning
purposes)
Inconsistent readings
Cad not detect melhane (CHa) and thus
may ptoduce false low readings wh€n
CH4 concentrations exceed I 9/o
Instrument response can be affected by
high reLarive humidity(> 9070), dust,
temperature (< 0oC), and electrical
currenls (power lines)

PonabLe
Flame

Detector(FID)

Aliphatics (e.9.,
butane), less

BTEX)

I - > I ,000
ppm

IA/ IB
Easy to use
Provides immedirte results

Low s€nsitivity (mainLy fo. screening
purposes)
Inconsistent readings
High CO:, low O2 (<15 %)
Requircs a hydrogen sourc€ and mor€
training than PID
High flow rates (" 2umin) n€eded for
snalysis
Instrurnent response can be affected by
$'ind and temperature (< 0oC)
High CHa concentrations may be
intercreted as contamination

Explosivity
Detector (ED)

Combustible
ga! mixture
(gasoline, Or,
and CH1)

> l0o ppm ] A / I B
Easy to us€
Provide3 imm€diate r€sults

environmental effects than
PIDS or FIDS

Low sensitivity (mainly for screening
purPoses)

Portable Gas
Chrornatograph
(GC)

aliphatics,
inorganics, and
chlorinated

I ppb -
>1,000 ppm

2 Morc quantilative than
typical PIDS and FlDs
More easily transporied
than transponabLe CCs
(no canier sas - hydrosen,
helium) needed
ReLatively short anaLysis
time (< l0 minutcs)

Requires pow€r supply
Relatively long analysis lime (10 - 60

Expensive
Higher opemloi tmining than other

Transponable
Cas
Chfomatograph
(Gc)

aliphatics.
inorganics. and
chlorinated

I ppb -
>l,000 ppm

2t3
quantification and
identification of
compounds than ponable
GCs
High sensilivity
Consislent measurements

Requires power supply
Relatively long analyeis time (10- 60

Expensive
Higher concentration sampLes generally
rcquire diLution
Higher operator lra;ning than porhble
cc

Cas
Chromotograph
/ Mass
Spectometry
(GCA4S)

aliphatics, total
organic vapor,
and chlorinated

0,05 ppb - >
1,000 ppn

High s€nsitiviiy
consislent measurements
Provides the high€st
quality ofspeciation

Requires power suppty
Relrtively long anal$is time (10 60

Expensive

I A - Qualitative (used to detect general presence of VOCS).
lB - Semi-quantitative (used to approximate total VOC co[tamination within an order ofmagnitude).
2 - Quantitative.
3 - Highly quantitative.



Figure 2, Schematic ofvapor-probe nest in augered
hole.

installation to allow conditions in the subsurface to
recquilibmte.

Phase II: Borehole Development and Soil
Sampling

Soil-gas sampling can be achieved from either
temporary or fixed sampling locations. Temporary
soil-gas sampling is practical for site reconnarssance
and field screening, but is not recommended for risk
assessment due to the potential for ingress of
atmospheric air (dilution). In addition, temporary
sampling can conceal temporal variabilities in soil-
gas data that arc commonly observed at field sites,

Borehole Developmenl.' Soil-gas probes are can
be installed manually by using hand augers or
slam bars or mechanically by using rotary augers
or direct-push rods (U.S. Environmental
Protection Ag€ncy, 1997). Manual methods are
recommendcd for probe installation in shallow,
unconsolidated vadose zones (< 10 ft-).
Mechanical methods are recommended for probe
installation in deeper, more consolidated vadose
zones or below perched or regional ground-water
tables. Use ofaugers is recommended over
direct-push rods for probe installation because
augers can create larger diameter boreholes (4 -

5 in.) that can accommodate several additional
soil-gas probes (5 - 7) as shown in Figure 2.
Regardless ofthe technique, logging of the
borehole (identification ofsoil layers - depth and
thickness) is critical during probe installation so
that sampling locations can be properly
identified.

Soil Sampling: Soil sampling is an essential part
ofthe soil-gas survey. Soil samples should be
collected fiom each distinct (mappable)
shatigaphic unit using a stainless-steel soil
sampler (tarrel, split-spoon, or pistoo tlpe) that
is driven to discrete depths ahead ofthe auger or
directlush rod. The soil sampler may be driven
into the subsurface manually (using a
sledgehammer, pneumatic harnmer, or slam bar)
or mechanically (using a 140 lb. drop hainmer
attached to a drill rig or Geoprobe) depending
on the vadose-zone tiickness, soil type, and
degree of consolidation. Each soil sample
should be analyzed for:

- bulk density (Ameican Society for Testing and
MareriatF ASTM D 2937)

- specific gmvity (American Society lorTestingand
MateriaLFASTMD 854-92)

- moislure content (American Sociely for Testing and
Matenab-ASTMD22l690)

- grain size (Americao Sociery fo( Tesling md Materials
,ASTM D 422-63)

- organic carbon content (Americm Sociely for Testing
and Materials - ASTM El195-87(1993))

Bulk densiw measurements are needed to
estimate to;l porosify, which is used in
conjunction with moisture conknt, to estimate
the effective diffusion coefficient, a critical
transport pamm€ter (American Petroleum
lnstitute. 1998)'. Moishfe content
m€aswements and grain size measurements (see

rEffective difflsior coefficients can also be delermined
experimentalLy either in rrrl (Kr€ameret aL., 1988;Johnson et al.,
1998) or in laboratory column experiments (Fischer €t al., 1996;
Batrennan et al.. 1996).



Table 3. Capillary rise in soils based on grain-srze

Table 3) are used for estimating the thickness of
the capillary zone. An accurate estimate of the
capillary-zonc thickness is important because of
thc sensitivity ofvapor hansport to this
parameter- Grain-size measurements can also be
used to estimate air-phase permeabilities (U.S.
Environmental Protection Agencn 1995).
Likewise, in-sihr techniques, such as Baehr and
Hult (1988), can be used to estimate air-phase
permeabilities. Organic-carbon cortert
measurements are needed to quantify sorption to
vadose-zone soils.

Further discussion ofsoil boring and sampling
techriques is provided in the American Socicty
for Testing and Materi als Standard Guide for
Soil Sampling in the Vadose Zone (ASTM D
4700).

Phase III: Probe Construction (see Figure 2
and Appendix A)

Soil-gas probes can be constructed out of either
0.125 or 0.25 in. O.D. stainless-steel (grade 304) or
teflon tubing that is cut to the desired length, slotted
at the base (using a hack saw or power drill), and
wrapped with stainless steel or fiberglass screening to
avoid potential clogging with soil. Stainless steel or
teflon are recommended because oftheir inert
chemical properties. As shown in Figure 2, soil-gas
probe ncsts are coNkucted by placing the probes in
fine-medium grained (clean) silica sand layers
separated by layers ofbentonite- Bentonite layers
(scals) can be prepared in the bore hole by pouring in
2 parts coarse-gmined (Easy Seal-) bentonitc to I
part water or by i[jecting a prc-mixed slulry. Each
bentonite seal should be pressure tested to avoid
short-circuitiag (air flow) between probes or the
atmosphere. The minimum separation distance
between probes is approxirnately I ft; thus, additional
boreholes are needed to obtain more fine-scale
resolution. Placement of Drobes below the water

table rcquires pre-casing to maintain an open
borehole during probe installation.

Phase IV: Sample Collection

Active soil-gas sampling is conducted by
inducing air f low either manually (by using a gas-
tight syringe or hand pump) or mechanically (by
using a perisialtic pump or SUMMA@ canister). Soil-
gas samples are collected directly into a sampling
container (see Table 4) or from the effluent air saeam
induced by the samplingpump. Standard op€mting
procedures for SUMMA@ canister, tedlar bag, and
syringe sampling are provided in the Appendices B,
C, and D, respectively.

. Purge and Sample Volumes: Priorto sample
collection, soil-gas probes and auxiliary nrbing
should be purged with at least I system volume.
The purge volume should remain consistent for
the entire sampling event and should always be
reponed in field logs. Manual purging using a
hand (suction) pump or syringe is preferred over
mechanical purging using a vacuum or peristaltic
pump because purge volumes can be morc
a{curately controlled, which is especially
important when sampling in low permeability
soils,

. Flow Rares: Flow rates on peristaltic pumps and
SUMMA@ canisters should always be set at a
minimum during sample collection to avoid
development of significant yacuum pressures (>
l0 in. water) which can affect the soil-gas
concentmtion measurement. If vacuum
pressures ofthis magnitude are encount€red,
sampling should be abandoned or performed
periodically at lower flow rates (time int€gated).
Vacuum pressures should be continuously
monitored using pressure gauges axranged inline
(see Appendices B, C, and D), especially in
highly saturated or frne-grained, low-
permeability soils where higher vacuum
pressures can be expectad. Vacuum prcssures
observed during sampling may indioate a
clogged or water-saturated prob€. Clogged
probes can often be unplugged by inserting a
small diameter (l/8 in. O.D.) wire down the
inside ofthe probe. Care should be takcn.
however, to avoid displacing or piercing the
screen attached to the base of tie soil-gas probe,

. Sample Containers (see Table 4): Selection of
an appropriate sampling container will depend
on the holdirg time (time between sample
collection and analvsis) and deteation limits. In



geneml, SUMMA@ canister and syringe
sampling provide more accurate quantification of
soil gas concentmtions than Tedlar bag sampling
and should always be used at sites where low
detection levels are desired.

Phase V: Analysis

Various soil-gas analyses are available
depending on the survey objectives, budget
constraints, and quality assurance/quality control
(QA/QC) objectives.

. Andbrles: At LUST sites, VOCs, nitrogen (N2),
02, carbon dioxide (COr), methane (CHa), and in
some cases, hydrogen sulfide (I{rS) may all be
pres€nt in soil gas. Their distribution depends on
the soil tlpe, sh?tigraphy, presence of
impermeable surface boundaries (e.g., building
foundations, asphalt surfaces), and
biodegradation- In most risk assessments,
identification ofthe types ofVOCs present and
their conc€ntration in soil gas is the primary
concem. Total VOC concentration data,
however, can also be useful for screening levsl
applications. Although not required in most risk
assessments, 02, COz, ClIr and HzS

concentration data can also provide frndamental
biodegradation data to help assess vapor
intrusion. ln paiicular, these data can bc used to
verifo biodegradation hypotheses, and estimate
biodegradation rates (Lahvis and Baehr, 1996).
O2 and CO2 concentration data can also be used
to map VOC plumes (Kerfoot et al., 1988).

Analyses: A comparison of commonly
employed field analyses is provided in Table 2-
In general, the cost associated with each analysis
is proportional to the degree of quantification.

c Methods: Most soil-gas analyses are performed
off-site. The following are approved U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency methods for
laboratory (off-site) soil-gas analyses:

AnalYt€6
organics
organics

Sanple

Sgstliag!
canister/tedLar bag

AndYiis EPA Method
cc To-3, 12, 14, t4A

cc/Ms ro 15
cc ' to  t ,2 , l7
GC Method 3C

oryanics sorbent lubes t canridges)
inorganics' canister/tedlarbag

CO,, N,, CH., and HzS

Table 4. Comoarison of conmon containers (modified fiom Mayer, I989)
Advsnr rges  [ ,  - -  l , im l ta r tons

I " "
Chss syringe Collection ol sampl€s tbr

on-site CC analysis
Suspected concenirations
ofCOC must generaLLy
exceed l0 DDb

25-mL In€rt
Allows quick, replicate
analysrs

Holdinstimes ar€t)"icaiiy sbort (< 8

Small sampLe volume
cen€rally unable to det€ct VoCs at
concentdtions < l0 DDb

Sorb€nl tmp

measuremefis (< l0 ppb) voc

Ease ofhandling
Relatively long hoLdins
tim€s (days)

Requires precise sample volume
(flow) measurements
Requires thernal or solvent

Soil-gas moisture can affect analysis
Provide onLy quaLitative information
if u$d for Dassive samDlins

T€dlar@ bag Colleciion of samples for
delay€d analysis (se€
U.S. Environmentat
Protection Agency, I 994)

Bulk loss ofsample is

measurement not rcqurred

Some container materials may
contamlnate sample
Potential for adsorption to bag walls
and leakage to atmosphere limits
application for risk ass*smcnt
Containers are not easiLv rcused

CLass buLb ColLection of samples for
delayed analysis

zmL  -2L Inen
AlLows replicate sampLes

Easily breakabte
Expensive
Leakage through stopcocks and septa
possible
Shortholdinq times (< 4 lours)

Siainl€ss-steel
(suMMA@)

Collection of samples for
delayed analysis(s€e U.S.
Environmental Protection
Asencv- 1995)

2 m L  6 L Inen and durable
Innger sample retention

Expensive
Containers not easily r€used
Can b€ difficuLt to d€contamin te
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Figure 3, Conceptualization of soil-gas profiles at a
petoleum-release site.

o QA/QC: QNQC procedures are an integral part
of any soil-gas survey aIId must be perfomed to
ensure that soil-gas samples arr representative of
subsurface conditions- The following is a list of
some important QA,/QC procedures:

Sampling should be consist€nt and compl€t€d in a
Ielatively shon period of time (hours, days) to reduce
€ffects of temp€ratwe, baromeldc pressure, and
recharge on 6oil-gas tmnspon. Holding times and
€xposure ofsampling containers io di.ect sunlight
should be minimized.

Sampling and drilling equipm€nt should be
decontaminated between borehol€s to prevent cross

All bentonite seaLs constructed during vapor sampling
or probe installation should be pressure tested.
Soil-gas samples shouLd be collected outside the zone
of contamination to assess background concentrations.
Alt connections and fittings in the sampling line sbould

Field and tip blanks should be used to ensure prcper
sampling and decontamination procedures.
Approximatety I out ofevery l0 soilgas saoples
should be duplicated to ensure reFoducibility of the

Anal)ticalQA/QC should be routinely performed and
includer a multi-point calibration cuwe generated over
the range of anticipated soil-gas concentrations,
periodic calibration checks, spike samples to dekrmin€
percent recovery and aid retention time analysis, and
sample blanks.

INTERPRETATION ANI)
APPLICATION

InterpretatioII

The following are important factols to consider
in the interpretation ofa soil-gas survey:

o Soil gas-concentrations can be reli€d upon for
risk assessmeni provided the concentration is
approximately steady state, The iime required to
reach steady state increases as the square ofthe
distance from the source. Soil-gas
concentmtions measurcd near the source will
therefore reach steady state more quickly (hours-
days) than concentrations seveml metgrs away
(weeks to years).

. Regions wherg soil-gas concentrations incr€ase
or decrease sharply should be identified. Steep
concantration gradients will exist in fine-grained
or wet soils and in areas ofsignificant (aerobic)
biodegadation (see Figures 3a and 3d), VOC
concentration gradients will be less steep in
regions where 02 is depleted (< 5%) and/or
anaerobic biodegradation (as indicated by the
presence of Clla or HrS in soil gas) is occurring
(Figures 3b, 3c, and 3d). Anaerobrc
biodegradation is likely to occur in regions, such
as, near the source or beneath impermeable
bafiiers, where 02 concentrations are low (< 270)
and vaDor transDort is limit€d.



Table 5. Evaluation of

. VOC concentations in soil gas can not exceed
saturut€d vapor conceltrations for sources
present aboye the water table or the vapor-phase
equivalent of the aqueous-phase solubility for
sources prcsent in ground wakr (see Table l).
VOC concentrations in soil gas that approach
maximum concentrations likely indicate the
presence of a non-aqueous phase liquid (l.lAPL).
Note, however, that the maximum soil-gas
concentations can vary significantly depending
on source composition, subsurface temperature,
and pressure.

r Placing rneasured soil-gas concentration data
along side vertical cross sections ofthe
subsurface car often facilitate intemretation of
the soil-gas concantration data.

Application

Although soil gas surveys are beneficial for
initial site-assessment (Tier l) puryoses, soil-gas
surveys are primarily used in site-specific (Tier 2)
evaluations after risk based screening levels (RBSLs)
have been exceeded. For example, soil-gas
concentation data can be used to verify indoor-air
concentrations, assess long-term vapor intrusion, and
establish SSTLS. Transport conditions are assumed
to be at or near steady state and biodegradation is
typically not considered.

Verifying Indoor-Air Concentratians:
According to the American Petroleum Institute
(American Peboleum Instihrte, 1998), indoor-air
concentrations are approximately one thousandth
of the soil-gas concentration immediat€ly
adjacent the building foundation. This relation is
consistent with published data from field studies
conducted by Nazaroff et al. (1987) on radon-gas
intxusion and model results from Johnson and
Ettinger (1991). Howeveq there are limitations
with this assumption. Near-surface soil-gas
concentations and sub-foundation conditions
may differ substanlially as a result of varying
flow conditions around the building foundation
and tle potential for shod-circuiting
(atmospheric contamination) in soil-gas samples
collected near land surface.

Assessing Long-Term Vapor Inlr.tsion:
Several matiematical models are available for
assessing long-term vapor intrusion (see Table
5). Analytical solutions developed by Farmer et
al. (1980), Little et al. (1992), Johnson and
Ettinger ( l99l ), and Johnson et al. ( I999 ) are
most commonly used for this purpose. Transport
models developed by Ravi and Johnson (1997),
Lahvis and Baehr (1997), Farmer et al. (1980),
and Jury et al (1983) can also be used to assess
vapor transport, however, these models do not
account for gaseous-phase advection, which may
be sienificant at some field sites.

models to assess in the vadose zone

Johnson and Etlineer at99l



Reliance on near-surface and sub-
foundation soil-gas concentations to assess
long-term impacts is not recommended because
these concentrations are typically measured
several meters away from the source and,
consequently, may not have rcached steady state.
Soil-gas concentrations measured adjacent the
source may be morc appropriate for assessing
long-term impacts, howevel this application
requires knowledge ofthe subsurface geology
b€tween thg source and the rcceptor.

.,4ssessing,Sile-SpeciJic Taryet Leeels (SSTLi):
Once corditions protective ofindoor air (RBSL)
have been established, SSTLs can be back-
calculated by trarsport modeling. The S STL
concentration determined by modeling can be
directly compared to concentrations in soil gas,
or concentrations in soil or groundwater
calculatod from equilibrium partitioning relations
(U.S, Environmental Protectioo Agency, 1996;
American Society for Testing and Materials,
l99s) .

Other Applications: There are seveml other
applications ofsoil-gas surveys that are not
discussed in this report, which have practical
implications for site assessment. These
applications include, tracking contaminant
plumes in groundwater (Kerfoot, 1988),
cstimating volatilization rates of hydrocarbon
from ground water (Lahvis et al,, 1999),
predicting massJoading rates to ground water
from sources in the vadose zone (Lahvis and
Rehmanq 1999), and quantifying the
effectiveness of bioventing applications (Lahvis
and Baehr- 1996).

SUMMARY

For soil-gas surveys to be an elfective tool in
RBCA decision making, care must be taken in the
sampling design, sampling process, and, in particulat
interpretation ofresults. Soil-gas survey data should
always be supported with site-specific soil and
groundwater data as part of a multimedia approach to
dsk assessment. Lastly, it is importa[t to realize that
soil-gas h:ansport is dy,namic by naturc and may not
always be representative of steady-state, long-tem
conditions.

- Matthew A. Lahris, George E. DeVaull and Roberl
A. Eltit ger, Equilon Enterprises, LLC.
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